Identification of molecular determinants that modulate trafficking of DeltaF508 CFTR, the mutant ABC transporter associated with cystic fibrosis.
Cystic fibrosis is a life-shortening inherited disorder associated primarily with a three-base in frame deletion that eliminates Phe508 in the ABC transporter, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR). Mutant CFTR, designated deltaF508 CFTR, is misprocessed and retained intracellularly. It is unclear what causes the trafficking impairment despite extensive investigative effort and the disease's prevalence. We hypothesize that the trafficking impairment is mediated by "receptors" of the cellular trafficking machinery that at three sequential "trafficking checkpoints" govern (1) exit from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), (2) Golgi to the ER retrieval, and (3) targeting from post-Golgi compartments to lysosomes. We propose that, because of the Phe508 deletion and polypeptide misfolding: (1) a forward-directing signal recognized by the sec24 component of the COPII complex that mediates ER exit is eliminated; (2) a basic amino acid signal recognized by the COPI machinery involved in Golgi to ER retrieval becomes activated; and (3) a tyrosine-based sorting signal that targets to the lysosomes likewise becomes activated. We employed recently reported crystal structures of CFTR nucleotide binding domain 1 and sec24 in computational docking models to identify the most plausible CFTR-sec24 recognition domain. Site-directed mutagenesis and heterologous expression were also used to identify amino acid sequences that operate in Golgi to ER and post-Golgi to lysosome targeting. The importance of considering a multiple checkpoint model for trafficking is that rationale design of pharmaceutical interventions would require abrogation of all major checkpoints to deliver deltaF508 CFTR to the cell surface.